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Trlboscope Exec Knows His

Industry From Inside Out
Dietmar Neidhardt is

a well-schooled

well-

traveled pipeline execu-

tive who knows

from

articulate,

countries than most of

new century the industry has irreversibly
entered into a series of changes which are
challenging its most basic business fundamentals. These challenges can be summa-

us could ever name.

rized as follows:

goodhumored German-born
pipeliner has probably
traveled through more

Despite his many years

in the industry, the

multilingual Neidhardt seems as fascinated
today by the oil and gas business as when he
began his career. The VP and General
Manager of Tuboscope Pipeline Services

offers a big-picture view of the industry and
some of its most challenging issues.

How did you get into the energy

industry?

Neidhardt: Unbeknown to me,

my

career in the energy business started when I
failed class in elementary school. For a family of academics. that was unacceptable. As a

I

ended up in a boarding
school. Besides the traditional education, the
school featured training in metallurgy. At the
same time, I became fascinated with the
impact oil and gas had on virtually every
aspect ofour lives as well as the adventure in
exploring for it. It was only a question of
time when I would end up at the Mining
University of Leoben (Austria) wanting to

build oil drilling rigs and search for

the

"black gold." I studied petroleum engineering first as my existing degree would allow
me later to revert back to metallurgy.
Following graduation, I managed offshore
drilling platforms for Shell International.
After nine years in the E&P department, I
decided to further my career andjoined Pool,
a drilling company in Houston. Little did I
know that the bottom would soon fall out of
the industry with three out of four of my colleagues losing theirjobs by the end of 1986.
My interest in getting to know the "other side
of the table" was replaced with a simple fight
for survival, leading to postings all over the
world and ending up in Dubai, UAE in 1990,

in charge of Oiltools Middle East.
In 1993, the E&P industry began to recover and we managed new, exciting activities
such as deviated and under-balanced drilling.
In 1998, I accepted an offer from George
Boyadjieff, CEO ofVARCO International, to
manage the division of VARCO Rigtech in

Houston.
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In

management
in charge of

the

both

sides of the tracks. The

consequence

the

exchange program, I was put
Tirboscope Pipeline Services.

P&GJ: What are some of the challenges
facing the U.S. pipeline industry?
I{eidhardt Since the beginning of the

business

P&GJ:

Tuboscope. Through

2000, Varco merged with
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mergers & acquisitions and cost cutting
become the obvious solutions to management. These efforts frequently go hand in
hand with the reduction in staff, made easier
by the fact that a large part of the existing,
and very experienced personnel, is already
close to retirement.
Contrary to the underlying theme of the
recent OPS rulings, all of these factors only
seem to distance the operators further from
solving Challenge 1.
The obvious choice for an operator facing
these new business parameters, while having
reduced access to funds, is to turn to service

l. Lack ofpublic credibility after a series
of fatal accidents in the late '90s.
2. Loss of financial credibility since the
collapse of Enron.
3. The impact of OPS rulings 49 CFR 195

providers.

and 192.
4. The generation change.
Only by solving Challenges 2, 3 and 4
successfully and generating a safe and credible environment, will we be able to change

expectations.
These apparently great opportunities. triggered by the imminent OPS ruling and rein-

fundamentally and long term Challenge 1.
The publication of industry standards API
1163, NACE RP 0102 and ASNT ILI-PQ,
demonstrate the tremendous progress this
industry has achieved this year by operators
and ILI service providers jointly addressing
some of the most critical issues concerning
quality deliverables in the pipeline inspection industry.
Other factors are critical in solving these
challenges. If you ask financial institutions

for their ratings of pipeline operators, it
becomes apparent that some

still seem to be

punished for any form of energy trading,
even if they did not do it the Enron way. On
the other hand, some of the newcomers, like
Kinder Morgan, Plains A1l American or
Valero, find their share prices virhrally doubling over the last five years.
While trading history is certainly not the
only factor that influences classification,
the positive rating seems certain to stay clear

In this new

environment one

would rightfully expect business for the service providers to be booming. While this
might happen in the future, it has not yet met

forced by the openly voiced concerns ofthe
operator community predicting imminent ILI
tool shortages, triggered some of the most
spectacular sales in the ILI business in 2002.
And in turn, these sales fueled additional
investment ofoutside capital and the creation
of new service providers that otherwise
might not have entered the industry. The
combination ofthese events resulted in a vir-

tual doubling of the number of ILI service
providers overnight, turning the uncertain
tool shortage into a certain tool surplus.
When will it change? Most likely a combination of streamlining in the service industry, together with the financial recovery of
the pipeline operators, will provide the
means to fully assist the operator in providing the service quality required to meet the
OPS ruling. At the same time the improved
environment

will probably provide the capi-

tal for long-term R&D.
And change it will have to in order to meet
Challenge

1.

ofmost ofthe early generation ofoperators.
The result is limited access to funds for the
operating companies in question and is likely to force some of them to asset management on1y, at least for the foreseeable future.
This drive for cost reduction is further reinforced by increased (integrity management)
costs resulting from the new OPS ruling.
Raising funds internally can be equally
complicated ifthe parent organization happens to be involved in E&P activities which

presently yield 25%o ROCC and more. A
pipeline investment project, competing with
an even optimistic 12%ROCC, must be in a
no-win situation to start with. At this stage,
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P&GJ: How do you envision the future
for the pipeline inspection sector?
I{eidhaldt It is going through a series
of turmoil not unlike the E&P service industry in the late '80s and early '90s. As I just
meniioned these events are generally a
byproduct of the operators being exposed to
financial restraints and seeking any services
required at lowest cost possible. Some service providers, often newcomers attracted to

o&A
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the industry by government-originated business opportunities, use this dire environment
to obtain market share.
Business at any price tends to result in low
quality of services being provided. This cannot
be in the interest of the se.vice-providing indus-

try, operators and the public alike. Industry
needs to adhere to a philosophy ofproviding the
highest sandard ofservices possible in order to

regain public and financial oedibility.

P&GJ: What technology advances do
you foresee in the inspection business?
Neldhadt Changes in technology are
generally driven by the needs ofthe industry
environment. While in the past, MFL inline
inspection tools seemed to provide most of
the

answers

to

concerns over pipeline

integrity, the more widespread occurrence of
SCC (stress corrosion cracking) ca1ls for
additional efforts to detect this phenomena.
Circumferential MFL technology, originally
considered to be able to detect longitudinal
cracking, was soon found to lack the resolution and create excessive false calls.
The new generation of ultrasonic crackinspection tools offers a more reliable crack-

While the technology is progressing, today's
developments sti11 might require the assistance of other inspection technologies to
confirm results.

P&GJ; What is your advice to

those

seeking to do business abroad?

Neldhardt

Obviously there are two
ofdoing business overseas. The first is
providing services within a framework of a

of

in the

neighboring

Sharjah. Texas and The

Woodlands have become our home. Almost
all my spare time is spent with my family.
Due to extensive traveling this time is precious and allows me to recharge my batteries. We spend most of our free time on Lake

Livingston.

contract which originates in a different place
(country) to the one where the work is ultimately carried out. Second, there is the work
generated locally by international or local
operators. While the first option was often
applied in the past, lately, due to the strength'
ening of loca11y managed operation, the second option is more and more responding to
the way business is materializing outside the
U.S. and Canada.
Like most industries, the trust between
business partners and individuals and proof
that promises are being met are vital fac-

P&GJ: Can you share any unusual experiences you've had in your travels?
Neldhadt On a l0-hour drive to Aden,
coming back from a Russian production site
deep in SouthYemen, our driver had selected

tors for any long-term business relation-

ship. Developing this trust requires time. It
twice weekly
took me two years
- visiting
before I
a major operator in Abu Dhabi
landed my first major contract. When I left
six years later, our business with this operator had grown by over 100% each and
every year.

Once trust is establishe4 it often is the
individual who represents the guarantee for

Tech Notes

improvement in flow performance."
The East Line operators also saw a relief
with CSPI's injection equipment. "The ease of
CSPI's flow improver injection brought a sigh
of relief to the operators at the pump station

savings from reducing the amount ofproduct
being barged. This switch is saving the company approximately $2.3 million annually
and presented a viable alternative to the
pipeline expansion project. The reduced
barging also lessened environmental exposure by moving more products through the
pipeline rather than over water.
*RP'rM tr flow Improver is overall more
effective in achieving drag reduction performance," Baker said. "In this case, using
fewer gallons of RPrM II Flow Improver gave
superior performance than using a substantially greater amount of th3 gel product it
replaced. This switch saved our pipeline
operators money by using fewer gallons of
flow improver and it moved more barrels out
of the refinery because of the dramatic

sheikdom

ways

detection capabiliry together with significant improvements in running speed. The
ability to deliver a field report, w[ich immediately confirms on site a "good run," capab1e to identifying the most significant anomalies on location, was a major breakthrough.
However, ultrasonic technology requires a
liquid coupling to transmit the signals to the
pipewa11, which requires running the tool in
a liquid batch when inspection gas lines.
Albeit this technology is today well-managed EMAT (Electro Magnetic Acoustic
Transducers), presently under development,
promises to be able to detect cracks in gas
pipelines without the assistance of a batch.

...continued from page 81

Our twins, Susanna Elise and Maximilian
Alexander, were born

continuation of a relationship. Unfortunately,
some major international service providers
still ignore these basic rules by moving managers every three years, just when that individual might have established this vital relationship. The new manager often has no
choice but to start all over again.

P&GJ: Tell us about your family

and

your interests.

Neldhadt I met my wife, Susann,

the

first day

she arrived in Dubai to

on

work for

Emirates Airlines. We married a year later.

who were struggling with the ge1 product's
injection system," said Baker. The former gel
injection system required a period ofdowntime
with each instance of product refill. With
CSPI3 injection system, there is no loss of
injection time at deliveries, making the flow
improver injection continuous.
"CSPI offers such customer-friendly equipment that the switch was effortless. Martin
Guillory (of aSPD and his team hained our
people on the equipment and upkeep, but also
about DRA in general, which gave our operators peace ofmind for the change and an eagerness to try something new," Baker said.
Guillory Senior Technical Representative
for CSPI, visited the Trainer refinery and
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a "petrol station" as our halfway stop for
1unch. The station was a couple of drums
with a hand pump, a corrugated roof over a
table with benches, and a steaming pot containing the remainders of a goat. We had

hardly begun to dip our fingers into the rice
when we got company. Out of the middle of
nowhere appeared a Yemeni, wearing rubber
sandals and starting a discussion with my
driver. He asked to share our meal.
Who was I to refuse hospitality, especially as I looked at the well-oiled AK-47 under
his arm? Having already lost most of my
appetite when asked to pick a piece of the
meat, with pale goat eyes staring at me from
thebottomof thepot, themuzzle of theAK47 now stared from across the table at my
stomach and eliminated whatever was left of
my appetite. An hour later, with goat juice
dripping from his beard and the AK-47 innocently slung over the shoulder, the son ofthe
desert insisted on hugging me repeatedly
while asking the blessing of Allah upon me
before disappearing around the next rock.
We were soon back on the road to Aden,
my driver happily chewing Qat (a coca-like

plant) swinging half-drugged all over the
gravel road at neck-breaking speed, with me
looking forward to a beer, brewed locally,
beside Aden Airport by an East German
brewmaster. P&GJ
explained how the DRA would work,
addressed concerns about achieving the
desired flow rate within poll,rner limit guide-

lines, trained the team on equipment maintenance and advised on the replacement of the
gel product and equipment with CSPI's suite
of RPrM II Flow Improver and equipment.
The project team then joined together for a
wrap-up session to share goals, concems and
the path forward to get the results necessary.
At this point, they committed to move forward
with scheduling the greater number ofbarrels.
"We were confident that we would see the
increased performance immediately, so it was
really just a question of 'What are we waiting
for?"'Baker said. "The results from this effort
are changing the way constraints are looked at.
People are no longer assuming that DRA helps

just a little bit. It's amazing the magnitude of
impact the right DRA can make."

Circle #201
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